All the words below can be found in the wordsearch grid above. They might be written forwards, Backwards, up, down or diagonally. Can you find them all?

ALBEMERLE
ALDRIC
BARON
BETH
BLACK TOWER
BRYNN
CASTLE
CRYSTAL
DEMONS
DESTINY
DWARF
FOREST OF NO RETURN
GIANT
HERULYAN
MAGIC
MEGWYN
QUEST
RING
SWORD
THE MISTS OF DESPAIR
UNICORN
VORAC
WATERS OF LEARNING
WIZARD
ZAC


Zac is a fifteen year old stable boy whose life is turned upside down when he finds himself in the midst of demons, magic and a perilous quest. The land around Albemerle castle is under attack, and the only hope of survival for Zac and the people he loves is to find the great wizard, Aldric. Men have already died trying. Strange dreams mark the beginning of Zac’s life changing events. Armed with a magic sword, ring and crystal, he sets out with a group of soldiers to find Aldric. Demon attack almost ends Zac’s quest as soon as it begins. Zac refuses to give up, and soon finds himself accompanied by unusual travelling companions. Many dangers bar the way. Only Zac’s determination and the unexpected help he receives can make it possible to find and free Aldric, and return for the final battle to save the land…
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